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NTC Quick Facts

• This course was designed for **30 MSc or PhD university students studying an engineering or scientific subject** with basic knowledge on navigation;

• The course provided university students with an overview and **introduction to Satellite Navigation with a specific focus on Galileo**

• Additionally, students got the fundamental knowledge of:
  • Galileo’s architecture
  • Different tools and platforms
  • Services and functionalities
Statistics of the course

Level of studies
- PhD: 20%
- Master: 80%

Gender
- Female: 43%
- Male: 57%

Field of studies
- Engineering: 83%
- Science: 17%
A lot of lectures and exercises
Visit to Galileo ILS Centre
Visit to Galileo IOT Facilities at ESEC Redu
Excellent Feedback

The quality of the event was good: 5.0
The duration of the event was adequate: 4.4
The schedule was well planned: 4.4
My participation in this event will be beneficial for my career: 4.8
My participation in this event has served to complement my knowledge in the field: 4.9
My participation in this event has increased my interest in the space sector: 4.8

The Training Session content met my expectations: 4.8
The number of lectures was adequate: 4.5
The number of trainers was appropriate: 4.9
The lectures were well delivered by the different trainers: 4.8
The provided training material (presentations, take-home messages,...): 4.7
The balance between lectures and group exercises was adequate: 4.2
I gained new knowledge during the Training Session: 4.8
The Training Session increased my interest in Navigation activities: 4.8
Fun